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Effect of Term Distribution Weighting for K-means Clustering

Uraiwan Buatoom, Waree Kongprawechnon, and Thanaruk Theeramunkong

Abstract— While unsupervised learning is non-guided, supervised learning is full power to guide, and semi-supervised
learning is a small number of some sufficient labeled instances to guide a large number of unlabeled instances. The
key idea for traditional classification task is just focused on a set of limited predefined classes that aims to increase the
performance of supervised learning (i.e., classification) using unlabeled data. This work proposes another type of semi-
supervised learning to handle, where semantic-labels are not directly applied, statistics extracted from predefined classes
with objects are used to guide the clustering process. In contrast with most previous works on constrained clustering
where pairwise constraints (MUST-LINK vs CANNOT-LINK) are specified, however our work proposes how weighting
obtained from a training set effects the clustering results. Two groups of distribution statistics are used in an experiments
to improve the k-means clustering that is deviation- and entropy-based schemes on term weightings. Both schemes utilized
by class distribution; in-collection, intra-class, and inter-class distribution as constraints to guide clustering towards user
intention. The experiment is performed on text datasets to evaluate the performance. Finally, the experimental result
shows that term weighting scheme has a potential to control/guide clustering process.
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